Kaffe Fassett & Liza Prior Lucy
http://www.kaffefassett.com/Home.html

SATURDAY, April 22nd
From 10:30am to 5pm

Title:
Chain Reaction - Artisan Quilt
Workshop

Chain Reaction - Artisan Quilt Workshop

Price of the class : 120€

Duration: from 10.30am to 5pm
Description: Chain Reaction is a pattern from the new Kaffe Fassett Artisan book.
This design was inspired by a very scrappy quilt I saw on Ebay – I simplified the concept to
showcase my new simple two colour prints and batiks.
You could make it more scrappy if you bring lots of contrast prints and small scale prints.
This is a class suitable for beginners who already know how to sew a seam and how to use a rotary
cutter. It is also for more advanced quiltmakers who wish to concentrate on complex colour
development.
For this lesson, the students must bring:
 Rotary cutter
 Cutting mat - at least 12” x 18”
 Rotary ruler - at least 6” x 12”
 Fabric scissors
 Pencil
 Pins
 Optional: reducing glass or peephole
Please note: No sewing takes place during the workshop.
On the day you will be able to buy a whole range of fabrics. Kaffe will be able to assist you on picking
out different colours to use for your quilt.
BEFORE THE CLASS
TEMPLATES : No templates are needed for this class.
MAIN FABRICS :
Make your own choice of a color palette. It can be all pastels, or dark tones, or cheerful brights.
This quilt is also good for a collection of "ethnic" fabrics, such as all indigos or all Oriental prints.
There should be contrast in the backgrounds for the prints to show clearly.
Bring an assortment of at least 6 different prints, 1/4-1/2 yd each
Bring an assortment of at least 6 different Kaffe Fassett Shot Cottons or small texture fabrics that go
with your selection of prints, 1/4 - 1/2 yd each.
NOTE: Please feel free to bring any fabrics that you would like to use in the class - these do not have
to be Kaffe Fassett Collective fabrics.
There will be plenty of time to cut the fabrics in class so do not precut any fabrics.
Terms and Conditions
- The tickets bought online are only valid the stated day/time of the workshop. They cannot be exchanged nor reimbursed.
- Your attendance to any workshop is required at least 10 minutes before it starts. Make sure to scan your tickets at the « Info
Cours et Ateliers » information desk 20 minutes before each workshop.
- Should any ticket not be scanned before the workshop begins, the organizers retain all rights to put it up for sale again.
- Notions/equipment: please check lesson/workshop description to make sure you have brought the adequate and necessary
equipment with you (when stated).

